Kitchens as individual
as those who use them

Cooking Spaces

The kitchen as the hub of the home, where everyday life comes together and where the day starts
and ends. A place to be together or a place of retreat. Coordinating all of this so that it makes sense
requires empathy and expertise. The Schüller quality kitchen and furniture brand moves with the times
but only embraces concepts that are truly useful. The brand therefore stands for well-thought-out
functions, organised processes and great convenience, whilst remaining flexible, versatile and easy
to plan. Schüller kitchens not only boast state-of-the-art technology but also contemporary design,
resulting in kitchens that are true to life and furniture that makes home life easier and more attractive.

Maximum modularity

In addition to taste, a dream kitchen also depends on the available space and home layout. Schüller
kitchens and furniture provide everything you need to come up with an ideal solution, whether for
small apartments or spacious living, dining or cooking areas. This is all thanks to custom-fit systems
for organisation, storage space and technology, as well as perfectly coordinated solutions for living
and workspaces.

A fantastic variety of colours

Some like it colourful. Others may prefer a more classic design. Along with individual preferences,
the layout and availability of natural light should also be considered when choosing surface colours.
You can give free rein to your creativity here thanks to the colour system.

Outstanding surfaces

Matt or high gloss. Smooth or structured. The choice of a specific front establishes the character of
a kitchen – and makes a genuine statement. To ensure a perfect fit with those who use it, Schüller
offers virtually endless combinations of colours, forms and materials.
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Incredibly ergonomic

A good kitchen adapts to the user and their needs – not
the other way round. Our modular planning approach
provides a full range of options for customised and ergonomic distances, heights and workflows.

Deliberately durable

The longer a kitchen is used for, the better it is for
the environment. This is why we exclusively use highquality materials, which are worked on the basis of
proven processes. Schüller kitchens are sustainably
manufactured in Germany using certified wood sources.
The entire development and manufacturing process is
subject to an equally demanding and thorough quality
management process. After all, German precision is one
of the key factors for sustainable quality.
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